
MTB 88 Zinnkopf-Runde Hammer

TOUR

Those who like forest and solitude will hit the mark with this short trip up to the Zinnkopf between Inzell, Ruhpolding and 
Siegsdorf.

Starting point
hammer

Location
Siegsdorf


distance:
21.0 kilometres 

duration:
02:15 hours


maximum altitude:
1030 meters 

minimum altitude:
650 meters


altitude difference:
630 ascending 

altitude difference:
630 descending

Route: Hammer - Hachau - Habach - junction to the summit - Zinnkopf service hut - Rabenmoosalm - Rindermoos 
service hut - Sulzberg - Topfenmoos - Hachau - Hammer

This jaunt around the Zinnkopf between Inzell, Ruhpolding and Siegsdorf is best started at the hiking car park in 
Hammer, alternatively in Inzell/Ramsen (25.6 km/840 m altitude difference). In Hammer, head north-west until just 
before Hachau, a road branches off to the left, which runs along the Habach up towards the Zinnkopf . It's a lonely ride on 
wide forest tracks and over many wide hairpin bends to the south. If you want, you can hike to the Zinnkopf on foot. The 
best lanes continue via the Zinnkopf service hut to the Rabenmoosalm . Here the direction of travel turns to the east. 
Shortly after the Rindermoos service hut, the road from Inzell/Ramen leads up from the bottom right; you continue 
straight on here. The road circles the Sulzberg Schneid in a wide arc and leads in a zigzag to the north and past the 
Topfenmoos back down to Hammer.

Highlights: the lonely and hut-free forest experience, the view from the Zinnkopf summit (excursion on foot)

Bike & Hike: You can climb the Zinnkopf (1227 m) from the highest point of the circuit in front of the Zinnkopf service 
hut.

Information: Tourist Info Siegsdorf, Rathausplatz 2, Tel. 0 86 62 49 87 45, www.tourismus-siegsdorf.de

https://www.tourismus-siegsdorf.de/
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